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On November 13, 2015, armed gunmen and suicide bombers affiliated with the Islamic
State attacked sites across Paris, killing 130 people. Investigators believe the attacks
were planned by radicalized Belgian national Abdelhamid Abaaoud and perpetrated
mostly by French and Belgian citizens, possibly assisted by two Syrians who entered
Europe posing as refugees. Their victims included people of diverse nationalities and
faiths.1
Since then, politicians have seized on reports of participation in the attacks by alleged
Syrian refugees to impugn U.S. efforts to resettle 10,000 refugees displaced by the
Islamic State and the violence of the Syrian civil war – a relatively small number of
refugees in relation to the overall number of people displaced from Syria and the
burden on other nations accepting Syrian refugees. These political attacks are irrational
and disconnected from events. They ignore key facts, most importantly the drastic
differences between the relatively unchecked refugee flow into Europe and the
thorough and time-intensive vetting process involved in the U.S. resettlement program.
Some Republican presidential candidates have gone further and proposed measures
that would circumscribe the rights of Muslim-Americans that are protected by the First
Amendment.
The current political climate is the culmination of a years-long and well-funded effort to
bring Islamophobia and xenophobia from the far-right fringe to the political
mainstream. This rhetoric and legislation has a direct lineage stemming from a network
of hate groups and conspiracy theorists. The legitimization of these extremists’ views in
the political discourse is an irresponsible denigration of American democracy.
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The Normalization of Hate
In the aftermath of the Paris attacks, the political response has ignored the facts of the
situation and appropriated rhetoric once limited to far-right fringe organizations and
hate groups. The ideas now espoused by mainstream politicians, including leading
GOP presidential contenders, have a direct ideological lineage to anti-Muslim
extremists who believe that Muslims are enacting a coordinated plan to subvert the
American political system, something they refer to as “civilization jihad.”
The Republican Party has grappled with anti-Muslim extremists in their ranks before –
notably Rep. Allen West (R-FL) and Rep. Michelle Bachmann (R-MN), both of whom
have since left office – but has taken steps at the institutional level to limit their
influence. In 2011, the Conservative Political Action Committee (CPAC) declined to
invite anti-Muslim activist Frank Gaffney Jr. to its annual convention and Gaffney
accused CPAC board member Grover Norquist of being an agent of the Muslim
Brotherhood.2 The last Republican presidential candidate, Mitt Romney, rebuked
Islamophobic statements from members of his party, and after his defeat in the 2012
election, the Republican National Committee issued a report on their new “Growth and
Opportunity Project” (dubbed the “Republican Autopsy Report” by the New York Times’
Tom Edsall), which called for more inclusive policies to combat the perception that
“many minorities wrongly think that Republicans do not like them or want them in the
country.”3
However, politicians belonging to the Republicans’ Tea Party insurgency have
maintained a mutually-reinforcing relationship with the bigots at the fringe of their
party. Presidential candidate Sen. Ted Cruz (R-TX) in particular has given these groups
access to Congress, headlining the “Uninvited II” conference established by groups
from which CPAC has distanced itself.4 And last year, Gaffney was not only back at
CPAC, but his organization, the Center for Security Policy, was listed as a contributing
sponsor of the event.5 The Republican establishment has apparently given up trying to
ostracize Gaffney and his ilk, and in September, the Center for Security Policy cosponsored a Capitol Hill rally protesting the Iran nuclear agreement, featuring Cruz,
Donald Trump, and former Gov. Sarah Palin.6
In recent weeks, the political rhetoric fostered by these fringe groups has migrated to
mainstream political debates. Republican presidential candidate Dr. Ben Carson
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dehumanized Syrian refugees, comparing them to “rabid dogs,” as did candidate Mike
Huckabee, who compared them to tainted meat.7 Campaign frontrunner Donald Trump
suggested tracking all Muslims in the United States via a national database or issuing “a
special form of identification that noted their religion.”8 Other candidates voiced
support for halting the U.S. Syrian refugee resettlement program in its entirety or
proposed discriminating against Muslim refugees.9 At least 30 governors, including one
Democrat, issued statements claiming that they would not allow refugees to be resettled
in their states – a move that is likely unconstitutional – and others said they would take
action to remove or monitor refugees that have already been placed in their states. 10 A
Virginia mayor compared Syrian refugees to Japanese-Americans placed in internment
camps and suggested that similar action would constitute a legitimate response, failing
to recognize that the internment was a stain on U.S. history that President Reagan called
“a grave wrong” that required the United States to “reaffirm our commitment as a
nation to equal justice under the law.”11
‘Civilization Jihad’
Anti-Muslim extremist groups’ most insidious – and outlandish – claim, which
contextualizes much of the Islamophobic rhetoric currently being popularized, is their
narrative that Muslims are waging a “civilization jihad” against the West. This assertion
stems from a single document, a memorandum written by a Muslim Brotherhood
activist in 1991.12 Despite the absence of supporting evidence of a conspiracy, antiMuslim groups have seized on this narrative to promote legal action that would target
Muslim-Americans and circumscribe their rights.
“The civilization jihadists do a better job of blending in and are subverting our culture
from within,” a recent Center for Security Policy report states.13 “They are part of the
same enemy [as the Islamic State and other terrorist groups] and even more insidious as
they do not proclaim their goals openly.” The report calls on the United States to issue
“a Declaration of War” against what it terms the “Global Jihad Movement,” and
suggests that the government target Muslims – implicitly including U.S. citizens – with
“intelligence operations,” “diplomatic initiatives,” “economic policy,” and “lawfare.” 14
Other proponents of this far-right fringe have proposed stripping Muslim-Americans of
their constitutional rights. As documented in the Center for American Progress’ reports
on the Islamophobia network in America, a number of these propagandists have
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asserted that Islam is not a religion, but a “political ideology” and “therefore not
protected by the First Amendment.”15
The Gatestone Institute – “an international policy council and think tank” with Amb.
John Bolton as its chairman – has been direct in its fear-mongering about “civilization
jihad.” Gatestone has repeatedly warned of the influx of refugees in Europe, calling it a
“Muslim invasion” of “illegal migrants” that will increase crime, bankrupt governments
by exhausting social welfare programs, and undermine European culture. “A project to
overwhelm Europe by a huge wave of migration was already described by the Islamic
State,” Gatestone’s Guy Millière wrote in October.16 “It is hard to rule out that the
Islamic State plays a role in what is happening.”
Gatestone’s reports frequently single out Hungarian Prime Minister Viktor Orbán for
praise.17 But Orbán’s rhetoric is as conspiratorial and extreme as the fantasies of the U.S.
far-right. "I am not brave enough to speak about this in public with certainty, but you
cannot get around imagining that some kind of master plan is behind this,” Orbán told
press in November, claiming that his paranoia was supported by the work of “the
European left and radical American democrats.” Orbán speculated that the influx of
refugees was a leftist plot to import liberal voters, stating that “all indications and
experience suggest that the overwhelming majority of these migrants will vote for the
left once they become citizens, so future leftist voters are being imported to Europe.”18
He was more direct in a party speech in which he claimed that “the European
left…actually import[s] future leftist voters to Europe hiding behind humanism.”19
While Gatestone reports frequently point to the supposed threat of terrorism from
Syrian refugees, some are even more transparent in their Islamophobia – for instance, a
recent article that breathlessly states that the “surge in Germany’s Muslim population
represents a demographic shift of epic proportions, one that will change the face of
Germany forever.”20 This claim that Muslim refugees will dilute Western European
culture has also been accepted by mainstream conservative publications, including the
Weekly Standard and National Review.21 And after the Paris attacks, Rep. Steve King (RIA) cited this narrative in a House Judiciary Committee hearing, in which he told his
colleagues that by resettling Syrian refugees in the United States, “We are [committing]
slow-motion cultural suicide in America; slow-motion, a generation behind Europe.”22
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Refugees as a ‘Trojan Horse’
A vital component of the “civilization jihad” narrative is the metaphor of refugees as a
“Trojan horse” entering Europe or the United States with sinister intent. This metaphor
has been fostered by the Islamophobia industry for years, including before the Syrian
civil war. The metaphor was advanced by activist-blogger Robert Spencer, who claimed
that Muslim extremists had infiltrated the U.S. military and Congress.23 The Southern
Poverty Law Center describes Spencer as “one of America’s most prolific and
vociferous anti-Muslim activists.”24 His views are so vitriolic that he was frequently
cited by Norwegian nativist terrorist Anders Behring Breivik in his manifesto
explaining his 2011 rampage, and in 2013, the British government barred Spencer from
entering the country because his hate speech could be an incitement to violence.25 The
“Trojan horse” narrative was further promoted in the 2009 book Modern Day Trojan
Horse: Al-Hijrah, the Islamic Doctrine of Immigration, Accepting Freedom or Imposing Islam?,
published by Advancing Native Missions, a Christian evangelical organization, which
asserted that Muslim immigration to Europe was part of a coordinated effort to
“Islamize” Europe based on Islamic theology.26
Though this rhetoric originated among hate groups and propagandists, it has now been
adopted by American politicians. These politicians are using language once limited to
the far-right fringe to dehumanize Muslims and propose unconstitutional measures that
would restrict Muslim-Americans’ freedoms of speech, religion, and assembly.
Republican presidential candidates have compared Syrian refugees to rabid dogs and
tainted meat.27 Frontrunner Donald Trump has adopted the Trojan horse metaphor
explicitly, as have mainstream conservative publications including England’s Daily Mail
and Washington, DC’s Washington Times.28 Even more dangerous than this slide toward
extremist rhetoric has been presidential candidates’ discussion of undermining First
Amendment protections for American Muslims. Sen. Marco Rubio (R-FL) suggested
that he’d be willing to close places suspected as sites of radicalization. “I think it’s not
about closing down mosques,” he told Fox News’ Megyn Kelly.29 “It’s about closing
down any place, whether it’s a cafe, a diner, an internet site, any place where radicals
are being inspired.” Trump was more direct, telling Fox News that the United States has
“absolutely no choice” but to close mosques. “Nobody wants to say this and nobody
wants to shut down religious institutions or anything, but you know, you understand it.
A lot of people understand it,” Trump said of violating the First Amendment.30
5
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This reactionary xenophobia is not limited to rhetoric. Conservative politicians have
hastily introduced a rash of legislation – much of which is likely unconstitutional – that
fundamentally confuses the victims of terror with its perpetrators and denigrates the
Muslim and broader refugee population in the United States and abroad.31 The U.S.
House of Representatives quickly passed legislation introduced by Rep. Michael
McCaul (R-TX) that would place onerous new burdens on the vetting process for Syrian
refugees, effectively halting the U.S. resettlement effort. Other proposed bills would
suspend or defund refugee resettlement directly, or discriminate among refugees on the
basis of religion.32 Still other legislation would codify governors’ ability to refuse the
resettlement of refugees in their states.33
The first target of this surge in Islamophobia has been the Syrian refugee resettlement
program, which has been identified by reactionary politicians as an easy target despite
the facts that the Paris attacks were planned by European nationals and that the entry of
refugees into Europe is not analogous to their entry into the United States. But with
politicians raising the issue of closing mosques, it is clear that the migration of these
fringe ideas into the mainstream political discourse could threaten the rights of
Americans at home and the protections of the U.S. Constitution.

Irrational Response Disconnected from Events
The focus on U.S. resettlement of refugees in the political response to transnational
terrorist attacks tied to the Islamic State is misplaced. To justify the reactionary focus on
refugees, politicians have relied on a series of inaccurate assertions that do not
withstand scrutiny.
Claim: “The FBI director himself said they can't vet these folks. The FBI director sat
before Congress last week and said they cannot vet these folks.”34
Fact: While FBI Director James Comey and Homeland Security Secretary Jeh Johnson
both voiced concerns about their ability to vet refugees given a lack of on the ground
intelligence in Syria, neither stated that they could not vet them, rather, that it would be
more difficult.35 Such a lack of access to foreign records is not uncommon when vetting
refugees – in fact, the vast amount of information available to the United States about
Iraqi and Afghan refugees is an anomaly based on the large U.S. troop presence in those
two countries.36 The Syrian refugee resettlement process comprises 21 steps, which
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include a variety of screening methods and built in redundancies.37 If there are doubts
about any individual, their application can be rejected.38
Claim: “How so many of the people in the migration were strong young men. You look
at them. I’m saying, Where are the women? Where are the children?”39
Fact: While some politicians claim that the majority of Syrian refugees are military-age
males, UNHCR statistics demonstrate that most are women and children.40
Furthermore, because the United States prioritizes vulnerable persons for resettlement,
only 2% of the refugees resettled in the United States are young men unattached to
families.41 Mark Smith of World Vision and Michael Bowers of Mercy Corps have
testified that there are more male Syrian refugees in Europe because they are being sent
by their families to earn money to send back to their families, often to bring the rest of
the family to Europe at a later date.42
Claim: We should not resettle Syrian refugees in the United States; rather, they should
stay in Middle Eastern countries so they can return to Syria once the war is over.43
Fact: The United States only resettles the most vulnerable refugees, for many of whom a
return to Syria would be impossible. These include families comprising mostly of
widows, children, and the elderly, burn victims, trauma victims, and victims of
torture.44
Claim: Syrian refugees are a security threat to the United States.45
Fact: There have been over 700,000 refugees resettled in the United States since
September 11, 2001. Of those, only three have been arrested on terrorism-related
charges, and of those three, none was connected to a credible threat of violence.46 Of the
approximately 2,000 Syrian refugees resettled in the United States since 2011, none has
been arrested on charges of terrorism.47 As terrorism analyst Peter Bergen testified
before Congress recently, radicalized U.S. citizens pose a far greater threat of
committing “jihadist criminal activity” than do refugees.48
Fact: Leaving refugees in the Middle East, specifically in the crowded refugee
communities in Jordan, Turkey, Iraq, and Lebanon, could pose a greater security threat
than resettlement. The internally displaced camps in Iraq have been likened to “time
bombs” on account of their ability to incubate radicalism.49 Furthermore, by turning
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away refugees, the United States reinforces the Islamic State’s narrative that the United
States is inhospitable to Muslims.

Conclusion
American politics has a long history of exploiting conspiratorial fears for electoral gain –
what historian Richard Hofstadter described as “the paranoid style in American
politics.” The current political climate is the latest chapter in this shameful tradition.
Since the Paris attacks, U.S. politicians have capitalized on public ignorance to promote
reactionary Islamophobic ideas for political gain. Many of these ideas and the rhetoric
to which they are tied are rooted in the dubious work of far-right fringe groups. Their
adoption by mainstream politicians is nothing short of the normalization of hate speech.
It plays dangerously into to the hands of the Islamic State and other terrorist groups
that thrive on the alienation of Muslim populations in the West.50 The promotion of
anti-Muslim extremist narratives already threatens the U.S. effort to resettle Syrian
refugees displaced by war and terrorism, a cruel abdication of American leadership and
responsibility that confuses the victims of terrorism with its perpetrators. Left
unchecked and unchallenged, these narratives also threaten constitutional protections –
as presidential candidates have already tied these narratives to limitations on the free
exercise of speech and religion.
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